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General Dentistry



General Dentistry


Family Dentistry


Children's Dentistry


Dental Cleanings


Dental Emergencies


Dental Fillings


Dental Sealants


Dental X-rays


Fluoride Cleanings


Periodontal Therapy
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Cosmetic Dentistry



Cosmetic Dentistry


Clear Aligners


Dental Bonding


Inlays and Onlays


Invisalign


Smile Makeovers


Teeth Whitening


Veneers
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Restorative Dentistry



All-on-4 Dental Implants


Dental Bridges


Dental Crowns 


Dental Implant Restoration


Dental Implants


Dentures


Endodontics


Full & Partial Dentures


Root Canal Treatment
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Other



Bone Grafting


Digital Scanners


Gum Grafting


Intraoral Cameras


Laser Dentistry


Night Guards


Occlusal & Sports Guards


Oral Cancer Screening


Oral Surgery


Scaling and Root Planning




See All
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Gallery
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Schedule Appointment
970-532-4209












  

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR PRACTICE



I’m Dr. Wolfenden and I’d like to personally invite you to explore what makes our practice unique and special.
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About us.

At Berthoud Dental Care, we are committed to providing our patients with exceptional dental care that exceeds their expectations. We pride ourselves on our dedication to patient satisfaction and our ability to deliver top-notch dental services in a comfortable and stress-free environment.
If you’re looking for a dental practice that you can trust for all of your oral healthcare needs, we invite you to schedule an appointment with us today. We look forward to welcoming you to our practice and helping you achieve a healthy, beautiful smile that you can be proud of.
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Meet the Doctor
Keith Wolfenden

Dr. Wolfenden  understands the importance the mouth plays in overall health, communication, relationships, confidence, comfort, and the impact these factors have on almost all facets of life. This is why it is Dr. Wolfenden’s goal not only to provide high-quality dentistry but equally to create an environment where patients can feel as comfortable and confident in their care as possible.
Dr. Keith Wolfenden is a 2010 graduate of the Boston University School of Dental Medicine. Prior to attending dental school, he earned his bachelor’s degree in Microbiology from the University of Florida.
After initially practicing in Trinity, FL he relocated to Colorado in 2019.  Dr. Wolfenden is a resident of Berthoud with wife Justine and daughters Kennedy and Charlotte. When not at the office he enjoys spending time with family, hiking, biking, paddle boarding, and skiing in the winter





Our patients say.

What a great staff. From the front desk to the dentist and all the nurses in between. I'm glad I go to Berthoud Dental.
Pete



My experience at Berthoud Dental Care was excellent. Front desk people are so friendly and caring and helpful. Cathy did a great job cleaning and the doc is great as well. So happy I switched!
Judy



“The staff is always so friendly and welcoming! We have three young children who love visiting the dentist. This office is always accommodating to our busy schedule and so easy to deal with!”
Melanni



“As a dental professional myself I can definitely say Berthoud Dental Care, Dr. Wolfenden and his entire staff are top notch. I continually see what great skills Keith has. But even more than excellent skills Keith is a genuinely nice and caring person. The staff are fantastic to work with from the front desk to the each assistant. I would highly recommend Berthoud Dental Care to anyone seeking a quality. experienced and professional dental practice.”
Eric



“Best family dentist I have found! Located in the heart of Berthoud, Co, the staff at Berthoud Dental Care makes you feel right at home and part of a family the moment you walk in the door! Dr. Wolfenden and his stall is extremely professional, kind, and provide the best care! I definitely recommend Berthoud Dental Care without hesitation!”
M



“I had a great first experience at Berthoud Dental Care. The staff was very professional and courteous. They made me feel very comfortable. I would highly recommend this office!”
Beth





  
    
    
    
  



  
    
    
    
  







Want to schedule an appointment?
Contact us to schedule
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430 Bimson Ave, Berthoud, CO 80513Monday - Thursday: 9am-5pm
Friday by Appointment Only
Saturday-Sunday: Closed
970-532-4209berthouddental80513@gmail.com
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Cosmetic DentistryClear Aligners
Cosmetic Dentistry
Dental Bonding
Inlays and Onlays
Invisalign
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